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FASHION / FASHION TRENDS

By Natalie Theodosi on December 5, 2018

LONDON —LONDON — With one million followers on Instagram and a

distinctly Parisian look — which often includes a messy bob, red

lipstick and slip dresses galore — Jeanne Damas is a powerful

force on social media.

Outside her work as a model and influencer, Damas has big

ambitions for her clothing label, Rouje, which started as an

online, direct-to-consumer brand for the women following her
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on Instagram. It has evolved into a fully fledged lifestyle house,

with a new cosmetics range — and a foray into retail — set for

2019.

Both the personal brand and clothing label have been built

around the worldwide fascination with effortless Parisian chic,

which Damas embodies. A glance over her Instagram shows

myriad pictures of Parisian rooftops and of Damas cycling

around Paris in high-waisted jeans and well-cut blazers,

smoking at her local café or lounging by the pool in the South of

France in a barely there slip dress and designer Simon Porte

Jacquemus by her side.

She is perfectly aware of the cliché, and she is willing to play

with it.

“It is a cliché but at the same time I am Parisian, I live in Paris so

I don’t have a problem with it. I also know it is a marketing tool

and I try to be careful with it. I have my life, I keep a distance

from the virtual world of my Instagram,” said Damas.

“That was also why I wrote my book, to play with the cliché of

everyone saying that I’m the ultimate Parisian or a young Jane

Birkin. I wanted to say, yes I am Parisian and I love a cliché but

you can also get a taste of my real life and the real me. Her book,

“In Paris,” which came out last year, shares an intimate view of

life in the City of Light.

The Rouje collection also has Paris at its heart with timeless,

elegant pieces at contemporary price points, such as

androgynous check blazers, body-hugging knits and wrap skirts

in playful cherry or floral prints.

Prices range from 90 euros to 290 euros.

“I know that my followers are young, so it was important for me

to be accessible. That is a part of the success, too, because if it

were too expensive, people wouldn’t be so willing to buy it on

the Internet,” said Damas, adding that she was pleasantly

surprised by how quickly likes were turning into sales. “At the

beginning we were unsure about our production quantities,

because I had a big following but it could all just have been likes.

That’s why at the beginning Rouje was always sold out, because

we underestimated (the click-through rate).”
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Rouje started as a social media brand: It was ranked among the

top 10 Instagram brands in Lyst’s 2018 Year in Fashion report,

and Instagram remains an integral part of the journey,

according to Damas. Yet her ultimate goal is to turn it into a

fashion house that encompasses every aspect of her lifestyle.

The demand appears to be there: “Customers have been asking

me for makeup, travel, interiors, clothes, everything. I don’t

want to stop at clothes. I want to develop Rouje beyond an

Instagram brand into a fashion house. For me, it’s a lifestyle. I

might even open a restaurant one day — it’s all part of the same

story,” said Damas.
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Four months after Rihanna won her first fashion

award for her Fenty label, she has been given a

second from @PETA.  Although Janet Jackson

presented the multitalented musician with the

British Fashion Council’s prize in London in

December, a presenter was not needed for this

month’s one.  The nine-time Grammy winner didn’t

have to pick up her Compassion in Fashion

award. PETA shipped it to her, primarily for the

capsule collection of faux leather items that

Fenty debuted recently. Apparently, the animal

rights group approved of the corset dress, skirt,

button-down shirts and other options.   However,

Rihanna has not acknowledged PETA’s request

for her to go fur-free, a PETA spokeswoman said

Thursday.  Tap the link in bio for more.   Report:

Rosemary Feitelberg  

!

: @shutterstocknow  —
#wwdfashion #rihanna  #fenty

Looking for ways to help those in need during the

coronavirus crisis?  As the coronavirus pandemic

continues its severe global impact, a number of

charities have launched or optimized their efforts

to provide relief from the crisis.  Major fashion

and beauty brands have followed suit, making

donations to charities that offer a range of

services, including providing essential medical

equipment, meals to those in need, books to

children and other support in fighting the

pandemic.  At the link in bio WWD rounds up a

number of global charities across health care,

food and other resources to donate to that

provide relief from the COVID-19 pandemic.  
Report: @laylailchi  — #wwdeye #coronavirus
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“It is a real brand, with a strong team behind it, not just people

looking to jump on a few trends. It’s women designing for other

women; that’s a big part of our success.”

Damas is part of a new wave of female influencers, stylists,

graphic designers and marketeers who have gone on to launch

their own brands, despite not having traditional design training,

and have managed to quickly resonate with consumers globally

for their sweet-spot pricing and problem-solving approach to

design.

This week Damas launched a new line of lipsticks and has been

playing on her signature red pout.

There are four shades including a classic red, a nude, an

autumnal brown and a light pink. Damas worked to achieve a

“matte yet creamy, soft touch” while the gold packaging is

meant to channel a vintage, Seventies feel.

As she aims to create the “ultimate Parisian kit,” Damas said she

plans to release a new shade every month, from April onward

and is also looking to expand to new cosmetics categories.

Everything will be developed in-house in order to keep the

personality of the brand intact: “Rouje is about me and my life.

It’s very individual and the story behind it is strong and true.

That’s why it’s important for us to create things on our own, we

would only maybe partner with someone for a special project.”

Retail is also in the works, as Damas looks to give the brand a

new lease on life beyond its e-commerce platform. She is

planning to host pop-ups in L.A. and Tokyo next April and is

also in the middle of scouting a location in Paris for her first

permanent boutique.
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